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Abstract—We describe a method to authenticate the qubit stream
being exchanged during the first phases of the BB84 quantum key
distribution without pre-shared secrets. Unlike the conventional
approach that continuously authenticates all protocol messages
on the public channel, our proposal is to authenticate the qubit
stream already to verify the peer’s identity. To this end, we
employ a second public channel that is physically and logically
disjoint from the one used for BB84. This is our substitute
for the otherwise necessary assumption on the existence of pre-
shared secrets. To practically verify the expected improvement
in terms of bandwidth consumption during the public discussion
part of BB84, we implemented the scheme within an existing
BB84 framework, and emulated the additional public channel
used by Bob with the help of additional messages on the same
channel. On this implementation, simulations were conducted that
confirm the efficiency, bandwidth improvements and to illustrate
the difficulties in forging an authentication based on the qubit
streams only (as a person-in-the-middle attack is already detected
before the public discussion part in our variant of BB84).

Keywords–Quantum Key Distribution; Authentication; BB84;
QKD Implementation; Experimental Quantum Key Distribution

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a well recognized requirement of any quantum key
distribution protocol to employ an authenticated public channel
for the key distillation. This channel can be constructed in
various ways, for example by embedding pseudorandom bits in
the initial qubit streams to authenticate, as we already showed
in [1]. In this extended version of the article, we will show how
this method can be implemented and described its benefits.

Most existing QKD protocols use information-theoretically
secure authentication based on universal hashing [2] to con-
tinuously attach message authentication codes (MACs) to all
data being exchanged during the public discussion. Thus, an
interception of the qubit streams is not detected until the
public discussion starts. This continuous authentication [3]
shall thwart person-in-the-middle attacks by an eavesdropper
sitting in between Alice and Bob, running BB84 [4] with
both of them. In that sense, quantum key distribution does
not really create keys from nothing, but is rather a method of
key expansion. The question discussed in this work relates
to whether we can cast BB84 into a protocol that in fact
does create keys from nothing, while retaining the security
of “conventional BB84”.

To this end, observe that it may already be sufficient for
Alice to verify Bob’s identity, if she can somehow verify that
Bob is really the person from which her received qubit stream
originated. One possibility to do so is to ask Bob for the way in

which he created the stream, say as a pseudorandom sequence,
so as to prove his identity. Of course, it is neither viable nor
meaningful in our setting to let Bob create his entire qubit
stream pseudorandomly, but it may indeed be useful to have
him embed pseudorandom bits at a priori unknown places,
while leaving the rest of the stream truly random. Alice, in an
attempt to verify Bob as the “owner” of the qubit stream, may
ask Bob for the seeds to recover the pseudorandom bits and
their positions.

An eavesdropper, on the other hand, cannot reasonably
pre-compute Bob’s response to Alice’s inquiry, if the pseu-
dorandom bits cannot be recognized (distinguished from) the
truly random bits. While this apparently induces a flavour of
computational security (indistinguishability of pseudorandom
from really random sequences), we can almost avoid threats
by computationally unbounded adversaries. To see why, as-
sume that the pseudorandom sequence originates via iterative
bijective transformations from a uniformly distributed and truly
random seed. If so, then all pseudorandom bits will themselves
enjoy a uniform distribution. As being embedded inside an-
other sequence of independent uniformly distributed bits, the
distribution of the pseudorandom bits is identical to that of
the truly random bits. Despite the correlation that inevitably
exists among the pseudorandom bits, the distributions are nev-
ertheless indistinguishable, except in case when the positions
of the pseudorandom bits are known a priori. However, since
these positions are chosen secretly and independently of any
publicly available information, the attacker has no hope better
than an uninformed guess about which positions matter.

Organisation of the paper: The following Sections III-A
and II give details on BB84 to the extent needed in the
following, and relate the proposal to other solutions in the
literature. Section IV expands the technique how we embed
pseudorandom bits into the qubit stream during BB84. Section
V discusses the security of our modified version of BB84, and
Section VII draws conclusions.

II. STATE OF THE ART

There have been several approaches to replace the authen-
tication protocol for the classical channel by quantum ap-
proaches. For example, an authentication scheme is presented
in [5], which provides an increased conditional entropy for
the seed of the adversary and which is optimized for scenarios
where the shared symmetric key used in the authentication
becomes extremely short.
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Other protocols entirely eliminate the classical channel
thus also eliminating the need for classical authentication [6].
Such protocols make use of quantum authentication, a topic
that has been studied for more than 15 years and which
has already been formally defined in 2002 [7]. Quantum
authentication protocols perform the task of authentication
with little or no help of classical cryptography solely using
quantum mechanical sources. Hence, some of these protocols
combine QKD protocols with authentication [8][9][10] or
use quantum error correction for the authentication of the
communication parties [11]. Other quantum authentication
protocols also use entanglement as a source for authentication
(e.g., [12][13][14][15][16] to name a few), or employ a third
party [17].

Entangled states consist of two or more particles, which
have the specific property that they give completely correlated
results when the respective particles are measured separately.
As it has been shown by Bell [18], as well as Clauser et
al. [19], this correlation can be verified if the measurement
results violate some special form of inequalities. In some QKD
protocols, for example the Ekert protocol [20] (among others
[21]), this argument is used to generate a secure key (cf. the
next section), but these protocols still require an authenticated
classical channel (cf. [20]).

III. QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOLS

In this section, we will provide a short overview on basic
QKD protocols together with their key concepts. We will focus
on the so-called ”prepare and measure” protocols describing
the BB84 protocol [4] (which we will use later on as an
example for the implementation of our methodology), the B92
protocol [22], the six-state protocol [23] as well as the BBM92
protocol [24]. There are, of course, more advanced versions of
QKD protocols, like the SARG protocol [25], but we will not
look at them in the scope of this article and will refer the
interested reader to the literature.

A. BB84 Protocol
The BB84 protocol has first been presented by Bennett

and Brassard [4]. It allows two communication parties, Alice
and Bob, to generate a classical key between them by using
the polarization of single photons to represent information.
Therefore, Alice is in possession of a single photon source
and prepares the photons randomly according to the horizon-
tal/vertical basis (Z-basis) and the diagonal basis (X-basis),
i.e., for each photon she prepares one of states {|0〉, |1〉} and
{|x+〉, |x−〉}, respectively. After Alice choses the basis, the
qubit is sent to Bob, who performs a measurement on it.
Since Bob does not know which basis Alice used for the
preparation he does not know which measurement basis he
should use and thus he will not be able to retrieve the full
information from each qubit. Hence, the best strategy for him
is to randomly choose between the Z- and X-basis for his
measurement himself. In this case Bob will choose the correct
basis half of the time – but he does not know in which cases
he has guessed right. Thus, Alice and Bob compare the choice
of their bases in public after Bob measured the last qubit.

During the sifting phase [26], Alice and Bob eliminate
their measurement results for those measurements where they
used different bases. The remaining measurement results are
converted into classical bits using the mapping

{
|0〉, |x+〉

}
−→ 0{

|1〉, |x−〉
}
−→ 1.

(1)

At this stage, Alice and Bob should have identical classical
bit strings if the channel is perfect (noiseless channel, no
eavesdropper). In reality, a certain error rate is introduced in the
protocol due to physical limitations (lossy and noisy channels,
imperfect devices, no single photon sources, etc.). To estimate
this error rate, Alice and Bob publicly compare a fraction of
their results in public to check whether they are correlated.
Then, classical error correction protocols are used to identify
and eliminate the differences in their bit strings. Such a
procedure that has been heavily used for error correction is the
CASCADE algorithm first introduced by Bennett et al. [27].
Due to the fact that Alice and Bob publicly compare some
information during the error correction, an adversary is able to
obtain further information about the secret bit string (assuming
Eve’s presence has not been detected during error correction).
Therefore, a last process called privacy amplification [28]
performed by Alice and Bob uses strongly-universal2 hash
functions (as presented in [29] and recently discussed in [30])
to minimize the amount of information leaked to the adversary.
After all, the security of QKD protocols has been discussed
in depth and various security proofs have been provided, for
example, in [31] or [32]. A main result of these proofs shows
that Alice and Bob are still able to establish a secret key, if
the error rate is below a maximum value of ' 11% [31].

B. B92 Protocol
In 1992 Charles Bennett pointed out that two non-

orthogonal states instead of four would be enough to perform
the BB84 protocol [22]. The idea is that two non-orthogonal
states can not be perfectly distinguished but they can be
distinguished without making a wrong decision using positive
operator-valued measurement (POVM) [33]. That means when
Bob measures the state sent by Alice he will never make a
wrong decision but sometimes he will not be able to make
any decision at all.

Alice prepares one of the states |ϕ〉 and |ψ〉, where |ϕ〉
codes for a classical 0 and |ψ〉 for a classical 1. She sends
the qubit to Bob, who uses three POVM operators, which are
designed to distinguish between |ϕ〉 and |ψ〉 in one-half of the
cases. In detail, when Bob measures the qubit coming from
Alice he obtains a correct result half of the time. For the other
half he obtains an inteterminate result and both parties have
to eliminate that qubit. Similarly to the BB84 protocol, Bob
announces where his measurements were indeterminate and
the corresponding measurement results must be discarded in
the end. For the remaining results, Alice and Bob publicly
announce a fraction of them to check whether they are really
correlated. If the error rate is above some predefined threshold,
they have to assume that it is due to the presence of an
eavesdropper rather than a noisy quantum channel or imperfect
devices and they restart the protocol.

C. Six-State Protocol
A natural extension of the BB84 protocol is the six state

protocol [23]. In this protocol, additionally to the Z- and the
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X-basis the third complementary basis, i.e., the Y -basis is
introduced, having

|y+〉 =
1√
2

(
|0〉+ i|1〉

)
, |y−〉 =

1√
2

(
|0〉 − i|1〉

)
.

(2)
This extension is called ”natural” because in this case

all three dimensions of the Bloch sphere are used. Alice
chooses randomly one of the six states and sends it to Bob.
Bob has to select one out of three (instead of two as in the
BB84 protocol [4]) bases and performs a measurement on the
received qubit. Hence, his choice will correspond to Alice’s
preparation only in 1/3 of the cases such that they will have
to discard a greater amount of qubits when they publicly
compare their measurement bases. As in the other protocols
described above, Alice and Bob choose a certain fraction of the
remaining measurement results and compare them in public to
check if an eavesdropper is present. The major advantage of
the six state protocol is that it is more sensitive to attacks and
an adversary will have a smaller chance to stay undetected.

D. BBM92 Protocol
Whereas the BB84 protocol just discussed above is based

on single photon sources, Ekert presented a protocol in
1991 [20], which uses a source emitting maximally entangled
qubit pairs, i.e., the Bell states |Φ±〉, |Ψ±〉. In principle, this
source is located between Alice and Bob and one qubit of
the entangled state is flying to Alice and the other one to
Bob. In practice, when looking at implementations of the
Ekert protocol it will be more common that one of the
communication parties is in possession of the source.

In the Ekert protocol, Alice and Bob also randomly mea-
sure the polarization of their qubit, but they use different angles
at Alice’s and Bob’s side. These angles are non-orthogonal
and are later used to violate the CHSH-inequalities [19]. The
CHSH-inequalities provide an indication that the quits are
originally coming from an entagled state, i.e., the inequalities
are violated if an entangled state is present.

In 1992 Bennett, Brassard and David Mermin presented a
variant of the Ekert protocol where they show that a test of
the CHSH-inequalities is not necessary for the security of the
protocol [24]. Instead, Alice and Bob use two complementary
measurement bases as in the BB84 protocol and randomly
apply them on the received qubits. In detail, Alice and Bob
receive qubits coming from the source located in the middle
of them (as pointed out above, the protocol does not change
if the source is in possession of Alice or Bob). Again, the
qubits are parts of a Bell state, e.g., |Ψ−〉. After receiving both
qubits, Alice and Bob randomly and independently choose
either the Z- or the X-basis to measure the qubit. Due to the
entanglement of the qubits, Alice’s measurement completely
determines the state of Bob’s qubit, i.e., if Alice measures a |1〉,
Bob’s qubit is in the state |0〉, and vice versa. If Bob measures
in a different basis than Alice he destroys the information
carried by the qubit and thus will not obtain the same result
as Alice. Therefore, after the measurements are finished, both
parties publicly compare their measurement bases and discard
their results where they used different bases (i.e., similar to
the BB84 protocol).

The remaining results should be perfectly correlated and
the communication parties compare a randomly chosen frac-
tion in public. If there is too much discrepancy between their

quantum channel

classical channel

auxiliary channel
for authentication

Alice B

Figure 1. Channel configuration of our enhanced protocol

results they have to assume that an adversary is present and
they start over the protocol. It has also been shown by Bennett
et al. in this paper that the security of this version of the
protocol is equal to the security of the BB84 scheme [24].

IV. ASSEMBLING AUTHENTICATION INTO THE PROTOCOL

In a standard person-in-the-middle scenario, we have Eve
sitting in between Alice and Bob, executing BB84 with both
of them simultaneously.

Alice and Bob, to authenticate one another, make contact
out of band, by contacting the other on a physically and
logically separate channel that Eve has not intercepted. In
that sense, we augment the usual picture of BB84 by another
channel, shown dashed in Figure 1.

The key point here is that during the public discussion
phase of BB84, Alice and Bob both reveal to each other
their entire random sequence of polarization settings, along
which their – so far private – random sequences are disclosed.
Within these private random sequences, Alice will embed a
pseudorandom subsequence that is indistinguishable from the
truly random rest of the sequence, but for which she can
tell Bob the way in which she constructed the bits and their
positions. Our intuition behind this is that Alice, running BB84
with Eve, and Eve in turn running BB84 with Bob, Eve will
not know (nor can determine) which of the transmitted bits
are pseudorandom, and which are not. In turn, she cannot
reproduce or relay these specific bits to her communication
with Bob, in order to mimic Alice’s behavior correctly.

Upon authentication, which happens after the public dis-
cussion phase and before the final key is distilled, Bob will get
the information required to reproduce Alice’s pseudorandom
sequence on his own. If he were talking to Eve instead, his
recorded bitstream will – with a high likelihood – not match
what he received from Eve, thus revealing her presence.

Now, let us make this more rigorous. In the following,
let |x| denote the bitlength of a string x, and let t ∈ N

be a security parameter. By the symbol x
r←Ω, we denote

a uniformly random draw of an element x from the set Ω.
Let H =

{
Hk : {0, 1}t → {0, 1}t |k ∈ {0, 1}t

}
be a family

of permutations, which will act as uniform hash-functions in
our setting (note that our scenario permits this exceptional
assumption, as our goal is not as usual on hashing arbitrarily
long strings, but on producing pseudorandom sequences by
iteration). Furthermore, let m be an integer that divides 2t.

Under this setting, let us collect some useful observations:
take x

r←{0, 1}t, then for any k, the value Hk(x) must
again be uniformly distributed over {0, 1}t, since Hk is a
permutation. Likewise, since m divides 2t, the value Hk(x)
mod m is uniformly distributed over {0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
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To embed authentication information in her bit stream,
Alice secretly chooses two secret values kv, kp

r←{0, 1}t de-
fine a permutation Hkv

on {0, 1}t and a function hk(x) :=
1 + [Hkp(x) mod m] on {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Using these two
functions, she produces a pseudorandom sequence of values
vn+1 = Hkv (vn) and another (strictly increasing) pseudoran-
dom sequence of positions pn+1 = pn+hkp(pn), with starting
values v0, p0

r←{0, 1}t.
Within the first phase of BB84, i.e., when the randomly

polarized qubits are being transmitted, Alice uses the pseu-
dorandom information f(vi) whenever the pi-th bit is to be
transmitted, and true randomness otherwise. In other words,
Alice constructs the bitstream

(bn)n∈N = (b0, b1, . . . , bpi−1, bpi
= f(vi), bpi+1, . . .) (3)

with truly random bi whenever i /∈ {p0, p1, . . .} and inserts a
pseudorandom value vi at each position pi for i = 1, 2, . . ..
This sequence determines the respective qubit stream upon
polarizing photons according to (bn)n∈N.

A. Authentication
To authenticate, Bob calls Alice on a separate line and

asks for kp, kv, v0, p0, which enables him to reproduce the
pseudorandom sequence and bits and to check if these match
what he has recorded. He accepts Alice’s identity as authentic
if and only if all bits that he recorded match what he expects
from the pseudorandom sequence. The converse authentication
works in the same way.

B. The Auxiliary Public Channel
We stress that the auxiliary public channel does not need

to be confidential. However, some sort of authenticity is
assumed, but without explicit measures for it. This is because
authenticity in our proposal relies on the assumption that
the adversary is unable to intercept both public channels at
the same time (otherwise, a person-in-the-middle attack is
impossible to counter in the absence of pre-shared secrets).

The assumption of an auxiliary public channel puts security
to rest on Eve not intercepting now two public channels
simultaneously. If more such channel redundancy is available,
then known techniques of multipath transmission allow to relax
our assumption towards stronger security (by enforcing Eve to
intercept > 2 paths in general). We believe this approach to
practically impose only mild overhead, since many reference
network topologies and multi-factor authentication systems
successfully rely on and employ multiple independent and
logically disjoint channels, at least for reasons of communica-
tion infrastructure availability. Suitable multipath transmission
techniques [34] are well developed and successfully rely on ex-
actly this assumption (although pursuing different goals [35]).
Moreover, a common argument against multipath transmission
(which technically offers an entirely classical alternative to
quantum key distribution with very similar security guarantees)
that relates to the blow-up of communication overhead does
not apply to our setting here. The amount of information being
exchanged over the auxiliary (multipath) channel is very small,
thus making the additional overhead negligibly small. There-
fore, the only physical obstacle that remains is a topology per-
mitting the use of multiple channels; however, many physical
network reference topologies are at least bi-connected graphs

and thus offer the assumed additional channel (besides the
usually valid assumption on the co-existence of independent
communication infrastructures besides the quantum network).

V. SECURITY

First, observe that endowing Eve with infinite computa-
tional power could essentially defeat any form of authentica-
tion, since Eve in that case could then easily intercept Alice
and Bob’s communication by a two-stage attack: First, she
would let Alice and Bob do a normal run of BB84, sniffing
on the authenticated public discussion and doing passive
eavesdropping to make Alice and Bob abort the protocol
and abandon the key. Before Alice and Bob restart again,
Eve can – thanks to unlimited computing power – extract
or simply guess-and-check the authentication secret, so as to
perfectly impersonate Alice and Bob as person-in-the-middle
during their next trial to do BB84. If Alice and Bob decide
to use another authentication secret this time, Eve will fail
the authentication but will have further data to learn more
authentication secrets, until Alice and Bob eventually run
out of local keys. Thus, Eve has a good chance to succeed
ultimately.

Even if a universal hash function is in charge (see [36]
for a recent proposal), the universality condition and the fact
that strings of arbitrary length are hashed, both guarantee the
existence of more than one possible key (hashes) that would
produce the given result. Thus, the residual uncertainty about
the authentication secret remains strictly positive. However,
this residual uncertainty is not necessarily retained in cases
where consistency with three or more MACs is demanded.

Therefore, it appears not too restrictive to assume that Eve
cannot recognize the pseudorandom part in (bn)n∈N from the
truly random portion, as neither the number nor the position
of the pseudorandom bits is known. In other words, if N bits
have been used, then Eve would have to test all 2N subsets
against their complements. However, even if she succeeds and
recognizes which bits are the pseudorandom ones and how
they have been created (i.e., if she finds the proper keys
and preimages to the hash-values), this information becomes
available too late, as the relevant protocol phase has been
completed by this point.

Let us compute the likelihood for Alice to tell Bob
the correct values, although Bob ran BB84 with Eve who
impersonated Alice. Hence, the chances for Eve to remain
undetected equal the likelihood for Alice’s and Bob’s pseu-
dorandom sequences to entirely match by coincidence. We
compute this probability now.

Let X1, . . . , Xn be the random variables (position and
value) corresponding to Alice’s pseudorandom part in
(bn)n∈N. Likewise, let y1, . . . , yn be what Bob expects these
values to be upon Alice’s response to his authentication
request. Define the random indicator variable χk = 1 : ⇐⇒
Xk = yk, for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Bob buys Alice’s claimed identity
if and only if

∑n
k=1 χk = n. Hence, we look for a tail bound

to Sn :=
∑n

k=1 χn in terms of n.
By construction, the sequence X1, . . . , Xn is identically

but not independently distributed. More precisely, each real-
ization xk of Xk points to a position pk and value vk = bpk

expected at this position, where position and value are stochas-
tically independent.
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So, let us compute the likelihood that Bob finds the
expected bit at the told position, i.e.,

Pr[Xk = yk] = E[χk] = Pr[bpk
= vk] (4)

Since each bi in the sequence (bi)
n
i=1 is uniformly distributed

irrespectively of its particular position, we get Pr[bpk
=

vk] = 1/2. Hence, as E[χk] is bounded within [0, 1] and
the expectations of all E[χk] are independent (although the
χk’s themselves are indeed dependent as emerging from a
deterministic process), we can apply Smith’s version [37] of
the Hoeffding-bound to obtain

Pr[Sn − E[Sn] ≥ ε] ≤ exp

(
−2ε2

n

)
. (5)

Applied to the event Sn ≥ ε + E[Sn] = n and considering
E[Sn] =

∑n
k=1E[χk] = n/2 we may set ε = n/2 to conclude

that a pseudorandom sequence constructed from random, i.e.,
incorrect, authentication secrets, will make Bob accept with
likelihood

Pr[all Xn match|incorrect seeds] = Pr[Sn ≥ n] ≤ e−n/2.
(6)

Now, we can compute the overall probability of a success-
ful impersonation from the law of total probability. Eve will
successfully convince Bob to be Alice, if any of the following
two events occur:

E1: She correctly guesses the authentication secrets,
in which case Bob’s reconstructed pseudoran-
dom sequence matches his expectations. Thus,
Pr[all Xn match|correct seeds] = 1, obviously. How-
ever, Pr[E1] = 2−O(t), since the authentication secrets
are chosen independently at random and have bitlength
t (implied by the security parameter).

E2: She incorrectly guesses the authentication secrets, and
thus presents a “random” pseudorandom sequence to
Bob. The likelihood of success is bounded by (6), and
the likelihood for E2 to occur is 1− 2−O(t).

The law of total probability then gives

Pr[Bob accepts] = Pr[all Xn match] = (7)
= Pr[all Xn match|E1] Pr[E1]

+ Pr[all Xn match|E2] Pr[E2] (8)

≤ e−n/2(1− 2−O(t)) + 2−O(t) ≤ 2−O(t+n), (9)

where n is the number of pseudorandom bits embedded, and t
is the security parameter (bitlength of authentication secrets).

VI. EVALUATION

For the evaluation we used two common low level ma-
chines, each one Intel i5-3470 CPU, having four cores running
at 3.20GHz, 3GB memory, 48 GB hard disk and Debian 8.2
as operating system. The machines have been connected using
standard Ethernet with an average round trip time of 0.017
milliseconds.

We implemented the proposed protocol on a branch
of the current available AIT QKD R10 software stack
V9.9999.7 [38]. This Open Source software contains a full
featured QKD post processing environment containing BB84
sifting, error correction, privacy amplification and other steps
necessary.

pseudorandom (for authentication)

truly random

replace pseudorandom by truly random (qu)bit

and delete replacement bit

qubit stream without embedded authentication data

Kullback-

Leibler

divergence?

sa¢:

s¢:

Figure 2. Comparison of BB84 with and without authentication data

For the development at hand the protocol was built full-
duplex, i.e., BB84 basis comparison is run with with separately
added authentication bits both ways: Alice and Bob choose
their vi, pi independently and add this information to their base
strings before transmission to their peer. A second message
exchange emulates the second auxiliary channel by sending
kv, kp, v0, p0 to the peer.

We used a GF (232) with P (x) = x32 + x7 + x3 + x2 + 1
as irreducible polynomial to construct a universal hash family
H, with members Hk acting on this finite field. For hashing a
message M under a secret k = (k1, k2) ∈ {kp, kv}, we split
into chunks of equal size M = m1‖m2‖ . . . ‖mn with |mi| =
32. Using the partial key k1, we calculate a tag t as t = m1k1+
m2k

2
1 + ... + mnk

n
1 within the finite field using polynomial

multiplication. For the message, we take the current values p
and v, respectively, and the result of the hashing under k is
Hk(M) = t⊕k2, where ⊕ denotes the bitwise XOR (cf. [39]).

The experiment has been done with raw data grabbed from
the current setup of the AIT’s QKD-Telco project [40]. The
QKD-TELCO aims to integrate quantum key distribution in
telecom networks to provide a modern, trustworthy ICT in-
frastructure. This is an approach to use DWDM (Dense Wave-
length Division Multiplexing) communication as an seamless
integration of QKD systems in existing and next-generation
metro-access architectures. The measurement data consisting
of 64 Bit photon detector timestamps sums up to 4.7 GB data
covering a timespan of nearly 5465 seconds.

For a practical evaluation, we drained a total of 3, 272, 234
bits from the BB84 implementation, including a total of
375, 142 pseudorandom authentication bits embedded in the
string. Call sa a bitstring with authentication data in it, as
opposed to s denoting a bitstring without such data (e.g., as
obtained from a plain BB84 execution). From our experiment,
we directly obtained sa, and constructed the string s by
replacing the pseudorandom bits (at the known positions) with
truly random ones picked from the same string (to have these
obey the same randomness in terms of distribution as the
remaining string). The replacement bits were removed from
both strings later on, to obtain strings s′a and s′ of equal length,
which differ only in those positions where pseudorandom bits
were inserted in s′a. So, the only differences between s′a and
s′ are due to the pseudorandom bits. Figure 2 summarizes the
details.

To measure how much difference is noticeable in
information-theoretic terms, we evaluated the Kullback-Leibler
divergence KL(s′a[1 : n], s′[1 : n]) = K(n), where the
notation s[1 : n] denotes the first n bits of the string n.
Figure 3 shows the plot, illustrating that the difference comes
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Figure 3. Kullback-Leibler divergence KL(s′a, s
′) (for the first n bits)

to ≈ 0.00019 bits near the end of the plot.
For a second experiment, we divided the total string s′a

and s′ into consecutive chunks of 70 bits (after additionally
removing bits that were marked as measurement errors).
From the so-obtained set of strings of 70 bits each, we
computed the empirical joint distribution of 70 bits with and
without authentication data in them. Let ba[i] and b[i] for
1 ≤ i ≤ 70 denote the i-th bits from the chunk/string with and
without authentication data, respectively, then the difference
was measured by max1≤i≤70 |Pr(ba[i] = 1)− Pr(b[i] = 1)| ≈
0.01414979 < 1/70 ≈ 0.01428571. Thus, the change in the
empirical distribution due to the pseudorandom authentication
data is numerically less than 1 bit different over 70 trials
(consequently, both empirical distribution seemingly converge
to the uniform mass function 1/70 as the number of chunks ap-
proaches infinity). However, even if distinguishing a plain from
an authenticated BB84 would be effective based on empirical
distributions, the problem of where the pseudorandom bits are
located remains; based on the quality of the universal hash
function being used, this problem should remain practically
infeasible.

VII. CONCLUSION

a) Application to other QKD Protocols: The methodol-
ogy that we described in this article is integrating pseudoran-
dom sequences into the randomly chosen bit strings defining
the basis choice for Alice and Bob. Thus, the technique is
partly unrelated to the protocol executed between Alice and
Bob. We focused on the BB84 protocol in sections IV, V, and
VI but the general idea can, in principle, also be applied to
other QKD protocols described in Section III.

For the B92 protocol, the number of quantum states
representing classical bits is reduced, compared to the BB84
protocol, from four to two states. As pointed out in Section
III-B, this leads to indeterminate outcomes, which have to be
deleted before Alice and Bob can perform the error correction
and privacy amplification. Thus, our methodology can in prin-
ciple also be applied for the non-orthogonal states of the B92
protocol. Nevertheless, one challenge comes up when results
have to be deleted, which corresponds to the pseudorandom
bits required for authentication. Since no measurement result
is available in this case, Alice and Bob have to compensate
somehow for the missing bit.

Additionally, an application of the third orthogonal basis, as
in the six-state protocol (cf. Section III-C), does not represent

a big change to our authentication scheme. The choice of
all three bases is still relying on a random sequence where
additional pseudorandom elements can be integrated. Due to
the fact that Alice and Bob have to choose between three
bases instead of two, simple bit strings representing the basis
choice will not be sufficient any more (i.e., one bit can only
represent two different bases). Under the obvious changes,
our authentication method can be applied as described in this
article. It remains to investigate whether the reduced efficiency
of the six-state protocol [23], which is due to the three bases,
also affects the efficiency of our authentication process.

Finally, our authentication scheme can also be integrated
into “prepare and measure” protocols using entangled states
instead of single photon sources. This explicitly holds for the
BBM92 protocol, since the measurement bases are the same
as in the BB84 protocol. Hence, the introduction of additional
pseudorandom bits in to the bit string defining the basis choice
analogously follows the way described in Section IV and all
computations can be performed alike.

b) Summary and Outlook: Authentication is a crucial
issue for quantum key distribution and can be tackled in several
ways. Traditionally, this matter is handled by authentication
based on strong symmetric cryptography, which makes shared
secrets necessary in the standard setting. These shared secrets
can, however, be replaced by assumptions on the availability of
additional communication channels, similarly as in multipath
communication. Indeed, by having the peers in a BB84 proto-
col embed pseudorandomness in their qubit stream, we can use
out of band authentication in a straightforward form to secure a
BB84 execution. Our treatment here so far does not account for
measurement errors, say when a pseudorandom qubit goes lost
(recovery from measurement errors may be easy upon simply
discarding lost qubits from the check; at the cost of taking
more pseudorandom bits accordingly). These would have to
be discarded from both lists (Alice’s and Bob’s pseudorandom
sequence) upon the checking of the authentication data. For
the experiments, we discarded erroneously measured bits for
simplicity.

As the experimental evaluation showed, there was no
noticeable difference between an authenticated and a non-
authenticated BB84 qubit stream in the first phases. However,
our variant of BB84 detects person-in-the-middle attacks at
a much earlier stage than competing schemes, which do
that along the public discussion phase. Thus, efficiency is
also gained by earlier termination of the protocol. The most
important aspect of our proposed variant is the avoidance
of pre-shared secrets, however, which technically turns BB84
from quantum key growing into quantum key establishment.
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